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Abstract: It is common knowledge that part of the route location analysis problem requires
an accurate estimation of population who would be using this system. Using GIS iools,
varigus approaches are applied for estimating the population on rorn" of the fiied routes in
Adelaide, Australia, within the service area of a transit route and the results are discussed in
this paper. The outcome of the research shows that when the route lengths are small, the
population estimation in the service areas does not differ significantly whichever method
used. However, as the route length increases the traditional aria ratio method overestimates
the population while the network ratio method underestimates the population. Further ;"itri;
at census district (CD) level showed consistently good results for ttri land use method -j it,
estimates were the closest to digital cadastral daia mahod. This research atso strowea inat
route buffers tend to overestimate the population significantly compared to the bus stop
buffers for routes oflonger lengths.
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r. INTRODUCTION

The spatial layout of routes is one of the main sources of complexity that preclude finding an
optimal solution for transit network design. Network design strould satisry important crii'eria
such as route coverage, route application, route length and directness ofroute.

Bus route evaluatign standards are-evolutionary and the more we deal in their use, the better
we understand their individual application. Bus transit service planning in most urban areas is
mainly an outgrowth of historic and geographic circumstances. The ob]ective is to provide the
best possible service to the greatest number-of people within the governing econo*i"
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constraints.

Transit routes are located to provide convenient linkages between an origin and destination in

,u.t 
" 

*uy that out of vehicli time, such as access and transfer time is minimised. The design

oipubliciransportation networks is made diffrcult by.a multitude.of conflicting objectives.

Foi example, networks designed to minimise travel time cannot be expected to maximise

coverage and accessibilitY.

The planning of transit routes rqquires. an understanding of demographics, land use and travel

putt".nr GJographic Information Systems (GlS)'offer tools that assist with the effective

planning of tr;sit routes. The advantages of using GfS tools in transit planning compared to

*o." trlditional planning include the overlay and visualization of complex data. These data

can be combined and inalysed in new ways using GIS compared with more traditional

database methods

It is common knowledge that route location analysis requires an accurate estimation of the

population using the transit system. The gross patronage polential of a route is based on the

ioiutation residTng within the service catahment area. Population is the best representation of
poientiat usage, in terms of daily trips, at the point of origin. Given that the'fundamental

purpor" of a-bus is to carry paiserg"rs, in volume, population is.a.good indicator of the

nurn6.r of people living in pioximity of a transit service as stated by Howard P.Benn in

TCRP (1996), " run the bus where the people are"

6 o 6 12Kibmeters

=i--

+
Figure l- The Study area

Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) in their publication (1995) titled "Bus route

Evaluation it*d".dr" 'states that 74 percent.of respondents of transit ag€ncy survey, use

population density as a criterion in route design. Hence, realizing its importance, population
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estimation methods are tested using data for Adelaide Statistical Division @igure l) and those
methods include (a) area ratio method (b) network ratio method (c) land use ratio method and
(d) digital cadastral data base method.

2. SERVICE AREA

Whether or not a transit service is provided near one's origin and destination is a key factor in
the choice to use the transit service. The concept ofarea coverage expresses how many people
Iive within a reasonable walking distance of a transit route. The area within a 5 minute walk
@us route and schedule planning guidelines, NCHRP report #69,1980) from a bus stop is
traditionally considered the primary service area. The standard definition of service area is the
region within 0.25-mile (0.4 kilometer) of a route or stop in a transit service. However, any
such service area is arbitrary in that some of those who live outside the service area still use
the transit service and others refuse to walk even a short distance to a route,/stop. Nonetheless,
the service-area concept persists as one ofthe most useful and used tools fortransit planning.

3. APPROACHES AND ASSIIMPTIONS

O'Nell et al, (1992) applied area ratio and network ratio methods on three neighborhoods in
Logan, Utatr. The Euclidean buffer line (route buffer), parallel to the transit route is drawn at
approximately 1600 ft (487 meters). In their research, the network ratio method had shown to
be more accurate for determining the number of households in primarily residential, modified
grid street network areas. However in the current researc[ apart from these approaches the
land use ratio and digital cadastral database approaches are discussed and the results
compared.

There are a number of assumptions underlying the four methods, which can impact upon the
estimate of population. The area ratio method is based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) population census using the census collection district (CCD) as a real unit. The CCD is
primarily designed by the ABS as the workload for one collec'tor, but does take account of
prop€rty boundaries and natural features, and is usually 300-400 households. The number of
households does differ between CCDs but in urban areas the CCDs are far more uniform in
size (area) and households than fringe or rural CCDs which are often large in area in an
attempt to capture 300-400 households. In the context ofthis research, when bstimating the
populatioq it is assumed that the population is uniformly distributed throughout the CCD, but
in reality if a portion ofthe CCD is inaccessible to the transit route due to natural or manmade
barriers, this method will not detect such things and thereby may produces errors in
estimation.

The network ratio method uses the ratio of the length of the street network within the buffer
area to the total street network length in the CCD to estimate the population. This assumes
that the number of houses on a stre€t is proportional to the street length. Clearly, this
assumption is questionable; especially where land use is predominantly commercial,
industrial or recreational

The land use method is an attanp to overcome these shortcomings by calculating the extent
ofresidential land use in the buffer area as a proportion to the total residential land use in the
CCDs in the service area.
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The fourth method is the most accurate and uses digital cadstral data (DCDB) and calculates

the dweliings at the single parcel level within the buffer in relation to the total dwellings
within CCDs in the serv'ice area. People live in dwellings and a measure of the number of
dwellings shouid provide a more accurate estimate of the population than the other thred

methods outlined above. Bell et al, in their forth coming paper have shown that the dwelling
count obtained by DCDB method in 77%o of CDs has tallied with ABS count ac,curately (i.e.

less than 5o/o enor) and in the remaining CDs also the percentage of error is very small (i.6.

less than l0o/o enor). Hence the other methods results are compared taking DCDB method as

benchmark.

4. DATA BASE

The study area comprises the Adelaide Statistical Division (ASD). Adelaide is the capital city
of the state of South Australia (SA) in Australia. The database forthis study was developed
from the following resources.

(i) 1996 Census data
(iD Transit route information from the SA Passenger Transport Board
(iiD Digital cadastral data base for the city
(w) Land use data for the city
(v) Street_network for the city

5. COMPUTATIONAL ETFORT

The analysis for this research has been carried using Environmental System Research

Institute's @SRI's) 'Arc-View' software and hence the data used is in "shapefile"(.shp)
format. The Census data from 1996 Australian Census of Population and Digital statistical
boundaries ( to facilitate the analysis and display of census data) are extracted from CData96.
Cdatag6 is a CD-ROM product that combines data from the 1996 census of population and

Housing with d^5ital maps, using Maplnfo Professional, a spatial information management
systems.

The data compilation process involved collection of data form various organizations which
may not follow the same projection system and also the same GIS software. Hence the data
coliected is converted into single projection system ("Australian Map Grid' {AGD66})
shape files by using the Universal Translator utility in Maplnfo Professional software.

6. AREA RATrO METHOD (ARM)

In this method for each bus stop of the selected routg 400 meter (acceptable walking distance
to catch a bus) buffers are created (Figure 2) with the objective of estimating the total
population ofall buffer polygons in this route.

ln most ofthe cases a polygon generated from the buffer intersects the census district polygon
partially. Since the population of census district polygons are known" we can estimate the
population in the buffer polygons using (area ratios) the following equation:
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pi = ( ail a.)* p,

Where

pi = Population in service polygon i within walking distance of transit stop
ai fuea of service polygon

Area of analysis census district polygon z
p, = Population ofanalysis census district polygon z. (census data)

l-l Arfier 1 ot lo6u 8to6.sho
Fl pop-c"a.snp -
/^r'l l06u_pub..tp-.- 106u-dops.stp

AEe Rslio MdM

9@ 0 9O0 lan i/bb6

---r: +
Figure 2 AreaRatio Method

7. NETWORK RATIO METEOD (NRM)

In this method instead of taking the ratio of the areas, the ratio of the steet lengths (Figure 3)
of ali streets within the buffer to the street lengths within the census distrieJin the servic;
area is calculated and then the population in the service area is estimated using the following
equation:

Pi=(q/n,)*p, ........:... ...(2)

where

pi : Total Population with in the service area
Sum of street kilometers within the service area

t'75

(1)
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nz = Sum of street kilometers with in the colleclion districts intersected by the route
p, = Total population in the collection districts intersected by the route

Figure 3 - Network Ratio Method

8. LAND USE RATrO METEOD (LRM)

In this method, the ratio of the residential area in the buffer polygon (Figure 4) to the total
residential area in the census district polygons in the service area is calculated and then
population is estimated using the following formula

pi = ( ril r,)* p, .....(3)

Where

pi = Population in service polygon i with in walking distance of transit stop
Residential land use area in the service polygon
Residential area ofanalysis census district polygon z and

p. = Population ofanalysis census district polygon z.

Netwo* Ratio Method

tup_ccd-!lp
'Sf..a!-!fip
E lt I ot l6r_SF.!np
'106u-r&.d?
tGu-SF.!lp

18OO l\ibl66 +
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Figure - 4 Land use Ratio Method

9. DIGITAL CADASTRAL DATA BASE METEOD (DCDB Mf r HOD)

The most accurate method is to use digital cadastral data. This requires data to be joined from
the valuation database and the dwelling count calculated. The genqraphic analysis and
research unit within Planning SA (Department for Transport, Piai;ning and the Arts)
calculates dwelling numbers annuaJly. For this method, dwelLng" t,ithin the buffer arei
(Figure 5) are divided by the total dwelling count for the CCD using the following equation.

pi =(d/ d,)* p.

Where

pi : Population in service polygon i with in walking distance of tran:it stop
di = Number of dwelling units within the service polygon
d, = Number of dwelling units with in the analysis census district polygon z and

Population ofanalysis census district polygon z.

(4)
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Figure -5 DCDB Method

IO. ANALYSIS

The four methods detailed above have been applied to four bus routes forthe city ofAdelaide,
South Australia. These routes, of varying lengths, are selected as they represent four

directions (one route for each direction- refer Figure 6). All routes.are radial and originate in
the CBD

In the study of Logaq Utah, O'Nell et al, (1992) concluded that the network ratio method

provided better results than the area ratio method. This iS contrary to the findings in this

study, where network ratio method did not yield good results. This may be due the fact that all

routes are connected to the CBD are proximate to the city center where the network distances

have no direct relation with resident population due to high commercial activities.

The figure 7 shows that there is no significant difference in the outcome of the methods used

for shorter routes, but, as the route lengths increase the area ratio method tends to

overestimate the'population compared with the DCDB method. The network method tends to

underestimate the population.

Obitsl CadastEl Data Bas i/bthod

Bi
tup_cca!l?
lo6u_rdl.tnp
Brtb.l or l6/_tbp.rrp
Dc.D-.t?
1Gu_sbpltl9

8O0 lvbteE +
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Route_226(24.51on)

Rmtc 286(14.61m)

Rour._106(9.8tlan)

Transit Route Service Area Analysis Using GIS

Figure - 6 Selected urban routes

Population coverege by verious methods

1m00 tgn0 200fl)

Populrtlon

@
Figure 7 -Population coverage by various methods
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11. NEED FOR FURTEER INVESTIGATION

Bell e/ a(forth coming) have shown that DCDB du lling count is quite accurate to the ABS

count and hence DCDB method will be the most sat$factory method of deriving population

estimates within the buffered area of the route. However it is irecessary to identi$ the best

method of population estimation if the digital cadastral data are unavailable for any given

region. Consequently, there is a need to further investigate the other methods for their

accuracy. Howwer, the network ratio method has not been investigated further as it did not

produce satisfactory results at earlier stage. So, the area ratio method (ARM) and land use

method C|IO are further investigated at census district (CD) level.

12. IMPACT OF TEE DISTANCE T:ROM CIIY CENTER

At first, the analysis has been carried out to determine the impact of distance from the city
center, on the population estimation results. In this connection, after calculating the

population of the CD's (or portion of CD if the buffer is intersecting the CD) along the buffer

area ofthe bus route, the distance ofthe each CD from the city center is calculated. The next

task is to determine which of the two methods (ARM and LRM) is closer to'the DCDB
method and find out how they differ when the distance from city center increase. To carry out

this task, the difference between the population estimates of the two methods over the DCDB
method is calculated (for Route 226) and are plotted against the distance of CD from city
center as shown in the Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. It can be seen from the figures that

as the distance of CD from city center increase, the difference of estimates over DCDB

method differs significantly for the area ratio method (ARM). This can be further confirmed
from the descriptive statistics rezults shown in the Table I The table shows that as the

distance from city center increase the land use ratio method maintained its errors more

consistently where- as the error in the area ratio method varied significantly. Similar trend has

been observed for all the routes discussed earlier.

Dlttsnct to clty cantgr VS AR lrl r.aults

Figure 8 Impact of distance from the city center - Area Ratio Method (ARM) results

,aa
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Figure 9 Impact of distance from the city center - Land Use Ratio Method (LRM) results

Table I Descriptive statistics with respect to the distance fiom city center

13. IMPACT OF TIT['RESIDENTIAL DENSITY

The objective in this exercise is to study how far the two methods (i.e. area ratio method and
land use method) compare with the DCDB method at varying levels of residential density.

The area of the residential land use is calculated in each CD (or portion of CD if the buffer is
intersecting the CD) falling within the stop buffer of the route. The ratio of this area to the

Method
Diference of the two methods with dcdb method -
N Minimum tv{aximun Mean std. Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std.Enor Statistic Std.Enor
ARM 33 63.30 168.30 13.20 55.93 1.415 0.409 1.905 0.79E
LRM 32 -76.53 73.56 -10.44 29.2t 0.134 0.414 1.980' 0.809

Method
Pf= erelT 

9f the trrq mettrods *tfr 0
N I Mnimum I Maximum I Mean I Std. Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std.Error Statistic Std.Error
ARM 24 -207.36 89.52 2.89 54.66 -2.182 0.412 9.629 0.918
LRM 24 -35.17 52.46 1.48 17.98 0.957 0.472 2.630 0.918

Method
Differer,rce of the twg methods wi
N Minimum Maximum Mean std. Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statisric Statistic Std.Error Statistic Std.Enor
ARM t7 -221.fi 209.O7 -8.34 95.81 4.600 0.550 t.733 1.063
LRM t7 {3.80 58.69 1.92 28.4 -0.004 0.550 0.973 1.063

Method
Difference of th! two methods with ty certer
N Minimum Maximum Mean std. Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std.Errcr Statistic Std.Error
ARM 44 -22t.& 209.O7 -2.13 71.50 4.712 0.357 3.894 0.702
LRM 44 63.80 58.69 -2.29 22.19 0.295 .0.357 1.758 0.702
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total area of the CD ;, calculated. For each CD, the population is estimated using the all the

three methods 43 f :r:lrssed earlier. The percentage of difference over the DCDB method is

estimated for the ar.o ! ario method and is plotted against the residential land use ratio (for the

ii*" ZZq as shown , r i rhe Figure l0 and similar analysis is done for the land use ratio method

and the result are plotted ir-, the Figure ll. It is clear from the figures that at lower residential

densities, ar"a rrti,, niethod is not very consistent where-as the land use ratio method

produces closer estimates to the one produced by the DCDB method'

loapct ot r6lden0rl lrnd ut. on rro Etlo mthod (ARM) Gtimtes
tlong routa ZIC

o.ro 0.20 030 0.10 o.5o 0.60 0.7! 0 80 090 l @

Rild.[t- lDd o talo h o.L rl0tln but!..

Figrre l0 Impac rf land use ( residential) ratio on ARM estimates for Route 226
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Figure I I Impact ..f land use ( residential) ratio on LRM estimates for Route 226
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14. rMpACT OF CENSUS DTSTRTCT (CD) SrZE

In this exercise, the size of the CD within the buffer and its impact on the results of the two
methods are discussed. In Figure lz,the ratio of the CD in the buffer to the total CD area is
plotted on X-axis. In the Y-axis, the percentage of difference of estimates of area ratio method
over DCDB method are plotted for Route 286. Similarly in Figure 13, the Y-axis shows
corresponding results ofland use ratio method. From the analysis, it is revealed that there is
no strong linear relationship (R2 for area ratio method was about 0.32 and for land use ratio
method is around 0.41) between the area ratio of CD with in the buffer to the accuracy of
population estimation. However, in the case of land use ratio method the trend is more
consistent and the standard error is significantly less. Similar results are rbserved for the other
routes considered.
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Figurel2 Impact of the size of CD - Area Ratio Method
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15. BUS ROUTE BUFFER VS STOP BUFFER

It is not always possible to get bus stop location details and therefore, for comparison

purpor.r, these methcCu u." applied to calculate how the estimates differs using route buffers

ifigu.. 14) instead of bus stop buffers. The 400-meter buffer is applied along two routes and

tt""poputriion estimared. From Figure 15, it is clear that the population figures tend to be

oveiesiimated using route buffers. In particular, the population overestimation increases as the

length of the routi irr,.rreases since the bus stop spacing increases when the population

density decreases.

For the Adelaide data, the stop buffering provides a more reliable estimate of the population

who are potential transit servici customers than the buffering the transit route. On this basis,

further risearch shoui,i be based upon bus stop buffers when possible and only use route

buffering in the absence ofstop data.

lutr.r I ot t0Gu-roct...hP

I O!u -toul..rh P

Roul. E!lt r

tooo 0 1000 2000 f,ll.n_ +
Figure 14 - Bus route buffer
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r !000
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Figure 15 - Stop buffer'Vs Route bufier
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16. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a GIS based approach to population estimation within transit service
areas based on both buffering transit stops and routes. When the transit route lengths are
small, the population estimation in the service areas does not differ significantly whichever
method is applied. However, as route length increases the traditional area ratio method
overestimates the population while the network ratio method underestimates the population.
Further analysis at census district (CD) level showed consistently good results for the land use
method. This research also showed that route buffers tend to overestimate the population
signiflrcantly compared to bus stop buffers for routes oflonger lengths. Consequently, in order
to achieve better population estimation for tansit service areas it is suggested that the best
method is a combination of transit route stop buffers and the digital cadastral data. However,
ifthe cadastral database is unavailable, the best alternative is to use the land use data.
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